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Well, i was doing an optimization problem and came to a point where i need to minimize the value of the following equation: Do note that the initial condition is x_0 = 200 and initial f is equals to zeros. So far i have code which correctly computes the solution and i have a line of code that seem to be
correct but i'm not sure. The code is: f = zeros(N,1); f_prime = zeros(N,1); function a = jacobian(x) a = 1; for i = 1:N a = a*N; f(i)=100*(x(i)-200); f_prime(i)=100*(1-x(i)); end And the line of code that i think i am correct is: f=zeros(N,1); f_prime=zeros(N,1); %Chosing Lagrange multiplier

psi=lagrange([j_o], [-1*f'*F+0.5*f*f']); f=y-psi(1); f_prime=y-psi(2); Here y=psi_n and f_prime is the jacobian evaluated at the origin. Any thoughts? A: I do not understand how you make it work but you are possibly loosing an index. I tried the below with the same values you used and it worked fine for
me, please do try with your values and see if it works for you. function a = jacobian(x) a = 1; for i = 1:N f(i) = 100*(x(i)-200); f_prime(i) = 100*(1-x(i)); end end Q: Is this valid Java code? I am a beginner in java, I want to know if this is valid java code? objClass.newInstance(); I got an error in Eclipse,

and after searching I found out that newInstance() is not the real constructor of the class, that should be constructor(). But in both situation, the code can run. Should the code be modified to look
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